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 Installing or updating autoplay media studio software causes several system failures on HP desktops I have an HP ENVY
TouchSmart PC with Windows 7 Home Premium 64 bit operating system. Yesterday I downloaded and installed the latest

autoplay media studio version 8.0.4.0 from the HP site. Since then the computer locks up several times a day. The last
successful reboot was yesterday afternoon. After that the computer locks up every few minutes for a few seconds. Everytime I
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restart the computer it takes me to the HP logo and then to a black screen with the text "system restore is needed to recover your
files". Then the system is "restored". After that it takes about 4-5 minutes to boot. The last few times the system was locked up I
used the hard reset (push power button for 10 sec) and the computer restarted normally. This issue does not happen if I use the
autoplay media studio 7.8.2.0 version from the HP website. Re: Installing or updating autoplay media studio software causes

several system failures on HP desktops First of all: it is not recommended to install any new software on your system, because
this might cause problems that you might not be able to solve. If you do want to install a new software on your system, it is

recommended that you install it from the original CD or DVD or USB stick, not from the HP site. If you want to install it from
the HP site, you have to disable some security features, which is not recommended. I have the same problem. In addition,

everytime I start Windows Update and choose the option "Check for Updates" it causes the same errors. These problems seem
to be with the autoplay media studio software. What I do is to close the autoplay media studio and then I restart the computer.

This way Windows Update and the autoplay media studio don't cause any problems. I have the same problem. In addition,
everytime I start Windows Update and choose the option "Check for Updates" it causes the same errors. These problems seem
to be with the autoplay media studio software. What I do is to close the autoplay media studio and then I restart the computer.

This way Windows Update and 520fdb1ae7
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